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Abstract 
An evolutionary theory known as balanced polymorphism (Hutchinson, 1959), 
which accounts for the prevalence of the deadly hereditary disease called sickle cell 
anemia, may prove to be a possible solution to the evolutionary paradox of 
homosexuality. The evolutionary advantage supported by the theory may account for the 
current and future prevalence of homosexuality. The theory works on the basis of a 
heterozygotic advantage, which is simply the advantage gained by a combination of two 
extreme genotypes. In this case, the heterozygotic advantage is the personality of a 
homosexual and the sexual orientation of a heterosexual. To test this theory, forty-eight 
female subjects were presented with different types of male personalities that varied in 
masculinity and femininity, but that were all described as heterosexual (+M/-F, +M/+F, 
-Ml-F, and-M/+F). The hypothesis was that heterosexual males presented with a 
personality resembling a homosexual male ( +M/+F), recently labeled by the media as 
"metrosexual," would be rated as more attractive than males with a typical heterosexual 
( +M/-F) or homosexual (-M/+F) personality. Analysis of the data, using pre-planned 
contrasts, strongly supported the hypothesis. Although the results were favorable in 
helping re-establish a dismissed theory, it does not completely account for the solution to 
the paradox. Further investigation needs to be done in order to establish a genetic 
predisposition for sexual orientation as well as its effects on personality. 
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Exploring Balanced Polymorphism Theory: Homosexuality, Personality, and 
Attractiveness 
Genetics has a significant impact on sexual orientation and contributes to 
supporting a biological basis for sexual orientation. Studies have shown evidence for 
homosexuality as a genetic trait by comparing monozygotic (identical) and dizygotic 
(fraternal) twins (Bailey and Pillard, 1991; Bailey and Pillard, 1995; Bailey, Pillard, 
Neale, & Agyei, 1993). Macintyre and Estep (1993) compiled nine separate 
monozygotic twin studies (at least one twin from each pair was homosexual); 94 out of 
130 identical twin pairs were both self-reportedly homosexual. These results translate to 
72% of the variability of an individual's sexual orientation being attributed to genetics 
and 28% being accounted for by environmental factors. Triplets have also been used in 
similar studies. Whitam, Diamond, and Martin (1993) analyzed three sets of triplets. In 
two sets of triplets, two individuals were monozygotic (identical), and the third in each 
group was dizygotic (fraternal). In the third set, all were monozygotic. The two sets with 
only two monozygotic triplets reported the monozygotic triplets were homosexual, while 
the dizygotic triplet members were not. The set with all monozygotic siblings were 
concordant for homosexuality. 
To control for the environment as a confound, Eckert, Bouchard, Bohlen, and 
Heston (1986) studied two pairs of twins reared apart. They found one pair to be 
concordant for homosexuality as well as other personality traits. The other pair differed 
in their degree of homosexuality, based on the Kinsey scale of homosexual tendencies. 
One of this second pair of twins was essentially homosexual; the other, although self-
reportedly a heterosexual, "had engaged in more than casual homosexual experience" 
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(Pillard, 1996, p. 122). Whitam et al. (1993) reported one pair of twins reared apart to be 
concordant for homosexuality, while a second pair was discordant. Eckert and Whitam's 
samples are small, due to the rarity of cases of twins reared apart -- especially where at 
least one is homosexual; nevertheless, they still help support an argument of a genetic 
basis for sexual orientation. As Mondimore ( 1996) explains, evidence of critical periods 
and hormonal effects during embryonic development, as well as reported differences in 
brain structure and functioning are all further support for a biological basis of sexual 
orientation. 
According to Le Vay ( 1996), only evidence of a rapid change in the prevalence of 
homosexuality within a culture would undermine a "purely genetic" (p. 64) theory of 
homosexuality. However, at least for the past century, the prevalence of same-sex 
attraction has remained stable within the Western world. Prevalence data has been 
reported as early as the 1940's (Kinsey, Pomeroy, & Martin, 1948). Kinsey's study 
reported that 37% of a 4,000 male sample had had some "overt homosexual experience to 
the point of orgasm." However, only 4% said they were "exclusively homosexual 
throughout their lives, after the onset of adolescence" (Kinsey et al., pp. 650-651 ). Using 
Kinsey's 1948 data, researchers like Voller (1990) have been able to produce the 
controversial statistic of 10% of the population being "designated as gay" (p.33). This 
figure includes both men and woman and was obtained by averaging the frequency of 
men and women from the sample who scored a 4 or above on Kinsey' s 6-point 
homosexuality scale (13% of the men and 7% of the women met this criterion). This 
figure only applies to the U.S., because Kinsey only sampled populations of different 
regions in the U.S. 
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Recent survey information, based on the National Health and Social Life Survey 
(NHSLS; Laumann et al., 1994) and the General Social Surveys (GSS; Davis and Smith, 
1993) have likewise reported that approximately 10% of the American male population 
and 5% of the female population are reported to be homosexual (Michaels, 1996). 
The Paradox of Homosexuality 
The genetic predisposition for homosexuality creates a paradox: How do the 
genes persist? In order for a gene to ensure its survival it must be passed on to the next 
generation. This occurs through reproduction. By definition, male and female 
homosexuals cannot procreate with a same-sex partner. Thus, the genes for this trait 
cannot be passed on, at least not directly. People who are homosexual or identify as 
exclusively homosexual are not intrinsically motivated to engage in sexual activity with 
the opposite sex. Although physically, homosexuals can mate outside of their gender for 
the purposes of reproduction, their sexual orientation "limits," but does not eliminate, the 
probability of this occurring. Sometimes homosexuals marry a person of the opposite sex 
and procreate, as a result of social pressures, but even in these cases, we would expect 
reproduction to be limited; thus, it is doubtful that this, alone, would account for the 
persistence of homosexuality. In addition, if a female homosexual wants to reproduce 
she can use in vitro fertilization, and if a homosexual male wants offspring, he may be 
able to find a surrogate mother. However, these are recent medical advantages that 
cannot account for the prevalence of homosexuality in the past. 
Current Theories of the Evolution of Homosexuality 
This paradox of the persistence of homosexual genes has been difficult for the 
current theories on homosexuality to solve directly. One possible solution to the paradox 
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is known as the kin selection theory (Wilson, 1975). The theory is based on the 
evolutionary concept of inclusive fitness (Hamilton, 1964 ), which kin selection theory 
defines as a tendency to have a ·genetic interest in our extended kindred. According to the 
theory, gay men reproduce their genes indirectly by means of their closest heterosexual 
kin. They ensure the survival of their genes by helping rear offspring of those who are 
genetically closest to themselves (e.g., brother or sister). 
There are two main concerns with this theory as McKnight ( 1997) and Bailey 
(2003) explain. If the number of people who are unmotivated to reproduce is increased in 
future generations, it will decrease their "overall genetic representation" (McKnight, p. 
131 ). Regardless of how many close relatives a homosexual helps for the purposes of 
survival and reproduction, or the amount of resources the individual has, they only aid in 
decreasing their chances of passing on their genes, because they help increase the amount 
of reproductively disadvantaged offspring in the following generations by helping to pass 
on their genes. Thus, a male homosexual's altruism, which is viewed as a direct 
advantage to the homosexual, is counterproductive to their genes' survival. More 
importantly, this criticism is suggesting that a direct advantage to homosexuals, like 
altruism, may not be the mechanism that allows homosexuality to persist. In addition, 
surveys of men's attitudes toward family members showed no evidence that homosexual 
men had any more of an interest in child care or caring for their nieces and nephews than 
heterosexual men (Bailey, 2003). Thus, support for the kin selection theory is weak. 
Another evolutionary theory has been proposed as well. The density-dependent 
theory (MacArthur, 1962; Roughgarden, 1971) suggests that homosexual behavior is 
useful for population control; however, there is not much evidence to support this theory. 
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As Kirsch and Weinrich ( 1991) point out, natural selection would decrease the frequency 
of the gene attributed to homosexuality, because homosexuals would not breed. In fact, 
the population density would have no impact on this outcome because whether a 
particular population is overcrowded or at very low number, homosexuals will still not 
reproduce, thus, decreasing the frequency of the gene. This theory also relies on group 
selection. The term implies that homosexuals as a group facilitate the evolution of a 
larger population to which they belong. In this case, the group is "selected for" when the 
population is too dense, and is "selected against" when the population is low. Logically, 
if these individuals are not reproducing, then they can only be "selected against." 
Biologists, for the most part, do not support group selection hypotheses, but they do 
believe they have a minor role in facilitating evolution (Kirsch and Weinrich, 1991; 
Reeve and Keller, 1999). More importantly, there is no evidence that homosexuality is 
less common in less populated societies than it is in our own (Kirsch and Weinrich, 
1991). Comparative information from other species shows a prevalence of 
homosexuality, even when the species is not facing the problem of an overcrowded 
population (Kirsch and Weinrich, 1991). Although kin selection theory and density-
dependent theory could explain a genetic predisposition to homosexuality, they do not 
seem to be supported by the existing evidence. 
Balanced Polymorphism 
There is a third evolutionary theory that accounts for the persistence of genes for 
homosexuality: balanced polymorphism. Hutchinson first proposed the balanced 
polymorphism theory in 1959 as a solution to the homosexuality paradox, but since its 
publication this theory has received little attention. Balanced polymorphism is a 
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mechanism that accounts for the persistence of homosexuality by incorporating the 
fundamental ideas of both genetics and evolutionary theory. The theory proposes that 
although certain traits in their homozygous form may be considered "maladaptive" in 
regards to reproduction (i.e., homosexuality), heterozygosity for the trait, or a partial 
expression of the attribute, may be "adaptive." 
Balanced polymorphism has been shown to account for the persistence of genes 
for sickle cell anemia (Campbell, 1993). Sickle cell anemia is a genetic disorder that 
changes the shape of red blood cells, and as a result, may lead to clotting, other 
devastating symptoms, and usually death prior to reproduction. Sickle cell anemia is the 
result of two recessive versions of a gene existing at a single locus. Recessive and 
dominant are relative terms. If something is recessive, it means that if it is paired with 
something dominant, it will not be fully expressed in the phenotype. It can either be 
partially expressed or not expressed at all. A trait is recessive when both alleles 
(individual components of the trait) must be recessive for the trait to be expressed. An 
individual that expresses a recessive trait can also be labeled as homozygous recessive for 
the trait. In the case of sickle-cell anemia, the dominant homozygous genotype (RR), 
represented as two dominant alleles, does not produce the disorder and is considered 
healthy. The heterozygous genotype (Rr), possessing one recessive allele and one 
dominant allele, produces an individual who is free of the disorder; however, unlike 
(RR), (Rr) is a genetic carrier of the disorder (i.e., the recessive component "r" is carried 
by a phenotypically healthy individual). 
The sickle cell anemia paradox was similar to that of the current homosexuality 
paradox. The persistence of the trait did not make sense, since people with this 
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genetically recessive disorder (rr) die early as a result of the disorder, and rarely have 
offspring. Their inability to have offspring makes their fitness (an evolutionary term 
referring to the ability to directly pass on genes, measured on a scale of 0-1) essentially 0. 
It would be expected, like with homosexuality, that the trait would be "selected against." 
All traits are subject to natural selection; however, if a trait is advantageous to fitness, it 
is "selected for," and if it is disadvantageous, it is "selected against." When a trait is 
"selected against," natural selection acts to decrease its prevalence to the point of 
extinction. 
Upon further investigation, it turned out that healthy homozygous dominant 
individuals at the sickle cell locus (RR) were susceptible to malaria, while heterozygous 
individuals (Rr) were less susceptible (Campbell, 1993, Chap. 13). The environmental 
pressure of malaria allows the (Rr) individual to reproduce successfully, while reducing 
the successful reproduction of (RR). As the frequency of (Rr) increases, because it is 
being "selected for," the probability of the parents being heterozygous (Rr) for the trait 
increases too. Crossing two people heterozygous (Rr) for the trait allows for a 25% 
chance of producing a homozygous recessive (rr) offspring. This is why sickle cell 
anemia can still be seen in a population at any given generation. The persistence of the 
disorder is a result of the advantage of the heterozygous condition. The heterozygotic 
advantage is synonymous with balanced polymorphism (McKnight, 1997). 
Balanced polymorphism or the heterozygotic advantage is the "mechanism" that 
allows sickle cell anemia to persist. The carrier is not only free of the disease but 
resistant to malaria as well. Without the benefits of this combination effect, the trait 
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would simply be "maladaptive" and would be selected against until the point of 
extinction. Thus, sickle cell anemia is a byproduct of an adaptation that increases fitness. 
This same "mechanism" may be the solution to the homosexuality paradox. 
Balanced polymorphism theory may apply to homosexuality, if "pure" homosexuality 
(i.e., rr1) is assumed to be a recessive trait. In addition, "pure" heterosexuality would be a 
homozygous dominant trait (RR). What remains is defining the heterozygote (Rr). This 
individual would be phenotypically heterosexual like (RR), but would retain a 
homosexual component in their genotype. In order for balanced polymorphism to apply, 
however, heterozygotes must have an advantage relative to homozygotes. Researchers 
hypothesize that males with heterozygous homosexual gene(s) have greater 
attractiveness, sensitivity, and virility than their heterosexual counterparts and are 
therefore more attractive to females (Macintyre & Estep, 1993). 
The Heterozygotic Advantage 
Sexual activity among humans is a consensual act; otherwise, it is illegal. For the 
most part, people that engage in sex are usually attracted to their partner. Since sex is 
directly related to fitness, because it is the only "natural" way to produce offspring, and 
attractiveness is directly related to sex, we can argue that attractiveness is related to 
fitness. In terms of heterosexual couples, attractiveness is a prerequisite for consensual 
activity that leads to reproduction, thus, attractiveness increases potential fitness. 
Attractiveness, in general, is directly related to mating. 
1 Of course, this assumes that homosexuality is a result of only one gene and two alleles. However, if homosexuality is affected by 
more than one gene and multiple alleles, the theory will still be applicable, as long as the heterozygote (Rr) has the advantage 
(Macintyre & Estep, 1993). 
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Homosexual males are not exclusively attractive to other homosexual males. 
Heterosexual females can, and sometimes do, find homosexual males attractive. 
Anecdotal support for this notion would be the show Queer Eye for the Straight Guy 
(Collins, 2003). The premise of the show is that five gay males help improve a straight 
male (usually involved with a female) by giving him a "make-over." When there is a 
female involved, she has initially motivated her partner to follow the guidance of the five 
gay men working to improve him. Each gay male is responsible for improvement in one 
area of the straight male's personality (fashion, culture, grooming, food and wine, and 
interior design), while other factors affecting attractiveness (e.g., financial resources; 
physical attractiveness) remain constant. One may argue that fashion, culture, etc. are not 
personality traits; however, a change in these areas are preferences affected by 
personality that directly influence attractiveness. If this were not the case, the females 
would not be seeking the guidance of the gay males for their partners. The ultimate goal 
is to help the straight male acquire the tastes of their gay mentors, because it makes them 
more pleasing and attractive to their female companions or potential female companions. 
Thus, hypothetically, ifthe sexual orientation were not a factor (to the female), the gay 
male would be more attractive than the straight male. 
Recently, the media has coined a term for a "new breed" of heterosexual men 
called metrosexuals (Metrosexual, 2003). These individuals are seen as more sensitive 
and in some ways more effeminate than their male predecessors. This label developed 
after an attitude survey was reported by a global advertising and marketing agency, Euro 
RSCG, in June of2003 (Metrosexuals, 2003). The results, taken from American males 
between the ages of21-48 (n = 510), indicated that over two thirds of men were more 
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interested in love, family, and friendship instead of the predicted wealth, fame, and glory. 
More than one- third expressed that they would "want more than anything to 'grow old 
with a woman I love"' (Metrosexuals, 2003, p. 1). Only about half of the individuals 
found an affair with a "dream woman" appealing, while one-third found this situation 
unappealing. Three-quarters of the men sampled described themselves as "caring," 
which supports the idea that men are becoming more comfortable in describing 
themselves in emotional terms. In regards to grooming, fifty percent thought that it is 
acceptable to get a facial or a manicure, and ninety percent agreed that good grooming is 
essential for men, especially in today's business world (Metrosexuals, 2003). 
Metrosexual men are seen as more confident in their masculinity and more willing to 
immerse themselves into the female domain without fear oflosing their "real man" status. 
Although this trend is being noticed, accounting for it may be difficult. We propose that 
the metrosexual man is in essence the heterozygotic heterosexual that the balanced 
polymorphism theory describes. Research on personality and sexual orientation helps 
support the foundation of the heterozygotic advantage. 
Personality, Sexual Orientation, and Genetics 
This proposal assumes that the relevant personality factors are linked to specific 
genes. Loehlin (1992) conducted a meta-analysis ofbehavior-genetic studies focusing on 
the Big Five Dimensions of Personality (extraversion, emotional stability, agreeableness, 
conscientiousness, and openness to experience). The conclusion was that genetics 
accounted for 22-46% of the phenotypic variance, while nonshared environment made up 
44-55% of the variance, and shared environmental influences had a small effect, 
accounting for a maximum of 11 % of individual differences. Another study in 1997 
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(Plomin, Fulker, Corley, & Defries), reaffirmed this finding by suggesting that genes 
accounted for approximately 40% of the variance in personality, while the other 60% was 
accounted for by the nonshared environment (in this particular study, there were no 
effects found for the shared environment). To test environmental effects exclusively, 
behavioral-genetic researchers have performed studies using adoptive siblings, so that 
only the environment is the same between individuals. 
Comparing adoptive siblings amongst themselves and adoptive parents to their 
adopted children results in correlations of approximately .05 on the Big Five Dimensions 
of Personality (Loehlin, Willerman, & Hom, 1987; Plomin, Corley, Caspi, Fulker, & 
Defries 1998; Scarr, Webber, Weinberg, & Wittig, 1981). In Loehlin's 1992 study using 
twins reared apart and reared together, there was no evidence that twins reared together 
were more similar than twins reared apart. The most important finding came from 
studies comparing correlations between monozygotic twins and dizygotic twins. 
Correlations tended to be a minimum of two times greater between mono zygotic twins 
than dizygotic twins (Loehlin, 1989; Plomin et al., 1997). In a recent study by Borkenau 
et al. (2001), researchers controlled for the error associated with self-reports as well as 
peer reports by using 120 judges who did not meet the twins. The judges observed 1 twin 
of each pair, either monozygotic or dizygotic, in 1 of 15 different videotaped settings, and 
rated them on 35 adjective scales. All of the adjectives were associated with one of the 
following traits: extraversion, emotional stability, agreeableness, conscientiousness, and 
openness to experience. The results suggested that personality variability is 40% genetic, 
25% shared environment, and 35% nonshared environment. Thus, like the research on 
sexual orientation, there is evidence of a genetic predisposition for personality. 
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Studies combining personality, represented as specific adjectives used to 
characterize people (independent, gentle, aggressive, etc.), and sexual orientation, have 
also been performed. These studies have shown that there are distinct and significant 
differences between homosexuals and heterosexuals within each gender (Finlay & 
Scheltema, 1991; Lippa, 2000, 2001; Lippa & Tan, 2001; Ward, 1974). Homosexual 
males tend to score closer to heterosexual females on the Personal Attributes 
Questionnaire (PAQ; Finlay & Scheltema, 1991; Lippa, 2000, 2001; Lippa & Tan, 2001; 
Ward, 1974) and Gender Diagnosticity Scale (GD; Lippa, 2000). Homosexual females 
tend to score closer to heterosexual males on these same scales (Finlay & Scheltema, 
1991; Lippa, 2000, 2001; Lippa & Tan, 2001; Ward, 1974). Similarly, research has 
shown that male homosexuals score significantly higher (more feminine) than male 
heterosexuals on the masculinity/femininity scale of the Minnesota Multiphasic 
Personality Inventory (Horstman, 1975; Willams, 1981) and as more feminine on the 
Bern Sex Role Inventory (BSRI; Hooberman, 1979), and the Feminine Gender Identity 
scale (FGI; Hooberman 1979). 
Feminine personality traits seem to arise early in gay males (Green, 1979; Zuger, 
1984). Zuger (1984) reported results from a longitudinal study that supported a strong 
correlation between early childhood effeminate behavior and homosexuality. Out of 55 
subjects that initially displayed this type of behavior (mothers noticed atypical behavior 
as young as 3 years old), 35 identified as homosexual. The number may have been 
higher, but not all subjects could be contacted for a follow-up, and 10 subjects were still 
uncertain 27 years later at the time of the follow-up interview. Effe~inate (i.e., atypical) 
behaviors reported consisted of dressing like a female, playing with hair (brushing their 
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mother's, braiding their own, brushing a doll's hair, etc.), aversion to boys' games, 
expressing the desire to be a girl, seeking out and preferring girl playmates and female 
games, feminine gesturing (e.g., gait), being a loner, being bossy in groups, and attraction 
to males (Zuger, 1988). All of the behaviors were seen during childhood, although as 
time progressed, certain behaviors became less common. However, the most important 
finding was that most of the boys acknowledged their attraction to other boys before the 
age of 11. Retrospective studies with homosexual participants have reported very similar 
trends in behavior (Saghir & Robins, 1973; Whitam, 1977). Zuger (1988) argues that 
certain atypical behaviors seen in young boys are not only useful predictors for sexual 
orientation, "but that it is in fact the earliest stage of homosexuality itself' (p. 509). If 
such effeminate behaviors are witnessed during childhood, it only seems logical to see 
such a feminine pattern in scores on personality measurements taken from adult male 
homosexual samples. In addition, since such behaviors are common (among this sample 
type), and generally not encouraged by family members (making environmental causality 
weak), it helps support a biological predisposition for homosexuality (Bailey, 2003). 
The Personal Attributes Questionnaire and Hypothesis 
It was noted earlier that there is a difference in personality between homosexuals 
and heterosexuals within each gender. It has also been suggested that the differences in 
personality are not only a result of a genetic predisposition, but that this particular genetic 
component is responsible for sexual orientation as well. One of the main tools that has 
helped support these connections indirectly is the Personal Attributes Questionnaire 
(PAQ) created by Spence et al. (1974). The test is composed of three scales: the male-
valued, female-valued, and sex-specific attributes. The male-valued items are 
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characteristics that are considered socially desirable for both sexes, but are seen in greater 
amounts in males than females. One example of a male-valued trait is self-confidence. 
Males and females can possess self-confidence, but it is predicted that males would rate 
higher than females on such an attribute. The female-valued items work in the same 
manner; the characteristics are socially acceptable in both sexes, but females are 
predicted to possess a greater amount of the trait. An example of a female-valued trait is 
gentleness. The sex-specific items vary in social desirability depending on the sex. A 
good example is aggressiveness, because aggressiveness is seen as desirable in a male, 
but nonaggressiveness is seen as desirable in females (Spence et al., 1978). Male 
homosexuals who take the PAQ tend to score low on the male-valued traits, and high on 
the female-valued traits (-M/+F; Finlay & Scheltema, 1991; Lippa, 2000, 2001; Lippa & 
Tan, 2001; Ward, 1974). In the normative PAQ sample (Spence et al., 1974) 12.8% of 
the male population scored in the -M/+F range, not very far off from the empirically 
driven assessment of 10% of the United States' male population being gay. 
We propose that metrosexuals (heterozygous heterosexuals (Rr)) will have 
personality scores combining qualities of the typical homosexual (rr) and homozygous 
heterosexuals (RR). Their personality scores on the P AQ would be expected to be 
+M!+F. The heterozygotic advantage for the heterozygous heterosexual (Rr) is that he 
will be more attractive than his homozygote (RR) counterpart. In parallel with the sickle 
cell anemia paradox, this heterozygotic advantage would account for the small but 
consistent prevalence of homosexuality, and the improved fitness within the genotype. 
This heterozygotic combination (the metrosexuals) is essentially the ideal 
combination of traits for a potential female mate. Previous research on personality and 
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attractiveness (Desrochers, 1995; Sprecher, 1989) has shown that females are more 
attracted to more feminine males. However, these studies did not keep personality traits 
consistent, and both incorporated physical attractiveness and resources as additional 
variables. In order to improve upon the previous research, the confounds of physical 
attractiveness and resources were removed and personality traits were kept consistent. To 
test our hypothesis, only personalities of hypothetical heterosexual male stimuli were 
presented to women. Women were asked to rate the attractiveness of four males 
described as +M/+F, +M!-F, -Ml+F, and-M/+F on the PAQ. We predicted +M/+F 
individuals would receive the highest attractiveness ratings of all four stimuli. In 
addition, we analyzed the -M/-F stimuli to see ifthere were any significant differences 
when compared to the other three groups of stimuli. 
Method 
Participants 
Forty-eight women from Eastern Illinois University participated in the study. The 
females were between the ages of 18 and 25. Due to incomplete questionnaires, 2 
participants' responses were excluded from the analysis. The median age was 19. Forty-
two (91 % ) of the forty-six women were Caucasian, one was Hispanic, one was African-
American, one was Asian, and one was Multiracial. All of the females completed the 
study as a requirement of their introductory psychology class. 
Design 
The study was a within subjects design with two independent variables: the target 
male's level of masculinity (M) andfemininity (F) on the PAQ. Four different 
hypothetical heterosexual male stimuli were created for each of the four combinations on 
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the PAQ (-M/-F, -M/+F, +M/-F, and +M/+F). The main dependent variable was the total 
attractiveness rating given to each stimulus by the female participant. 
Materials 
Each participant received a packet that consisted of four hypothetical male 
heterosexual stimuli. The female participants were told that each stimulus represented a 
straight male's responses from a previous study on personality. The entire P AQ was not 
used for the experiment; instead, ten specific items were displayed. The items selected 
were adapted from the P AQ because self-reports of males and females in the normative 
sample (Spence et al., 1974) showed the greatest differences (p < .01) on these attributes. 
Whether the stimulus is a +M or -M, was determined by the scores and responses of the 
five male-valued attributes taken from the PAQ (not at all self-confident vs. very self-
confident, always takes a stand vs. never takes a stand, goes to pieces under pressure vs. 
stands up well under pressure, very passive vs. very active, and makes decisions easily 
vs. has difficulty making decisions). Among the attributes listed above, the following 
were the masculine descriptors: very self-confident, always takes a stand, stands up well 
under pressure, very active, and makes decisions easily. +For -F depended on the scores 
and responses on the female-valued attributes (not at all emotional vs. very emotional, 
very cold with others vs. very warm in relation with others, does not enjoy art and music 
vs. enjoys art and music, very rough vs. very gentle, and easily expresses tender feelings 
vs. does not express tender feelings). Among these attributes, the less feminine 
descriptors were the following: not at all emotional, very cold with others, does not enjoy 
art and music, very rough, and does not express tender feelings. 
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Each stimulus male shared the same ten traits, but the total scores and responses 
varied. Stimulus patterns (+M, -M, -F, and +F) were randomly created. +Mand -F 
responses on an item are scored as a 3 or 4, on the male and female-valued attributes, 
respectively. -Mand +F responses on an item are scored as a 1 or 0. For all stimuli a 2 
(neutral score) was randomly selected for one male-valued trait and one female-valued 
trait. This allowed the stimuli to appear more realistic. The score ranges for the stimulus 
patterns were as follow: +M = 15-17 (high masculinity), -M = 3-5 (low masculinity), -F = 
15-17 (low femininity), and +F = 4-5 (high femininity). Scores on the scales actually 
presented to participants were represented with alphabetic characters (A, B, C, D, E) 
along with profile plots (see Appendix). 
Procedure 
The female participants were given a questionnaire that was composed of 
questionnaire responses presumably from four hypothetical heterosexual males. The 
items were presented on 5-point scales and the response to the item was circled (see 
Appendix). Each participant received one example of each response pattern (-M/-F, 
-M/+F, +M/-F, and +M/+F). One version from each pattern was randomly selected for 
each participant. The total attribute scores were not seen, and the categorization of each 
item (female-valued or male-valued) was not indicated to the participant. After the 
participants viewed the questionnaire for each stimulus, they were asked five questions 
adapted from Sprecher (1989) and Desrochers' (1995) studies on male attractiveness: 
"If you were available, how desirable would this person be as a potential romantic 
partner?" 
"If you were available, how much would you want to date this person?" 
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"In general, to what degree do you think you would be attracted to this person if you had 
a chance to meet him?" 
"All things considered, to what extent do you think you would have a satisfying 
relationship with this person?" 
"Considering everything, do you want to go on a date with this person?" 
Each of these questions was answered on 8-point Likert scales. Participants were also 
asked an open-ended question about why they would or would not want to date the 
person (see Appendix). The order of these questions was kept the same for all stimuli 
and all participants. The final page in the packet asked about race, age, major, academic 
year (1 st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, Graduate, or Other), relationship status (Single, Exclusive 
Relationship, Engaged, Married), and asked the participants to rank the stimuli from most 
attractive to least attractive. Participants were not asked about their sexual orientation in 
order to avoid highlighting this issue. However, previous research with this population 
confirms that they are overwhelmingly heterosexual. 
After the participants completed the questionnaire, they were given a debriefing 
statement (see Appendix) and thanked by the experimenter. 
Results 
Reliability of Stimulus Response Patterns 
The five Likert-scale questions were treated as a scale measuring attractiveness. 
Internal reliability for each stimulus pattern was high: +M/+F (a= .93), -M/-F (a= .88), 
+M/-F (a= .95), and -M/+F (a= .95). Total attractiveness was determined by adding the 
above five 8-point Likert scale responses for each stimulus presented in the packet. Thus, 
the lowest attractiveness score would be 5 and the highest would be 40. 
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Differences within Stimuli Response Patterns 
Each stimulus pattern had four versions (see Appendix). A one-way ANOVA 
was applied within each pattern in order to assess whether the four versions differed from 
one another (e.g., +M/+F 1 vs. +M/+F2 vs. +M/+F3 vs. +M/+F4). None of the differences 
even approached statistical significance (All F's < 1; see Table 1). 
Contrasts 
A priori contrasts were used to analyze the data. The hypothesis stated that the 
+Ml+F (the possible advantageous heterozygote) stimulus would receive the highest 
attractiveness (potential fitness) ratings overall (total mean score). 
The first contrast determined whether +M/+F was significantly different from the 
average of the other three response patterns. Results showed that the overall rating for 
the +M/+F stimulus pattern was significantly higher than the average ratings of -M/-F, 
+M/-F, and-M/+F (t(45) = 12.72,p < .001; see Table 2). 
The second contrast examined whether +M/+F was significantly different from 
-M/-F. This comparison was important since neither pattern resembles the "typical" 
male. Thus, it was important to eliminate the possibility that -M/-F could be an equally 
or more attractive alternative than +M/+F. Results showed that the overall rating for the 
+Ml+F stimulus pattern was significantly higher than the overall rating for the -M/-F 
stimulus pattern, (t(45) = 16.23,p < .001; see Table 2). 
The third contrast demonstrated that the average of +M/+F and -M/-F was 
significantly higher than the average of +M/-F and-M/+F (t(45) = 4.034,p < .001; see 
Table 2). The purpose of this contrast was to compare the "atypical" male stimuli 
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patterns (+M/+F and -M/-F) to the "typical" heterosexual and homosexual male stimuli 
patterns (+M/-F and -M/+F). 
The fourth contrast demonstrated that +M/+F was significantly higher than +M/-F 
(t(45) = 6.800,p < .001; see Table 2). Since +M/-F is the "typical" male stimulus 
pattern, it was necessary to make a direct comparison to the +M/+F male stimulus 
pattern. This contrast demonstrated that it is not just +M making the stimuli more 
attractive, since the level of femininity is the only variable changing. 
Additional analyses utilized relationship status as a basis for comparison. The 
female participants' responses were separated by the following categories: single (n = 
21), exclusive relationship (n = 24), and engaged (n = 1). Since only one participant was 
engaged, the exclusive relationship and engaged categories were combined. To see 
whether relationship status had an effect on attractiveness judgments, the previous four 
contrasts were conducted separately within both categories of relationship status. For 
those indicating they were in an exclusive relationship, every contrast was significant (p 
< .001) following the same pattern as in the full data set (see Table 3). However, for those 
in the single category, the third contrast (the average of +M/+F and -M/-F vs. the average 
of +M/-F and -M/+F) was not significant (t(20) = l.204,p > .05; see Table 3). 
Further analysis showed a three-way interaction between masculinity, femininity, 
and relationship status (F(l,44) = 5.086,p <.05; see Figure 1). A comparison of mean 
ratings of each stimulus made by single women and by women in an exclusive 
relationship showed no significant differences. Within the single category, a simple two-
way ANOVA showed main effects for masculinity and femininity, but there was no 
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interaction. Within the exclusive relationship category, there were main effects for 
masculinity and femininity, in addition to an interaction. 
Although +F was always preferred, regardless of the level of masculinity ( +M or 
-M), the preference was greater at +M than -M. A simple t-test in the exclusive 
relationship category showed +F vs. -Fat +Mand +F vs. -Fat -M were both significant, 
and the mean difference of +F vs. -Fat +M (14.28; 95% CI: 9.282 to 19.28) was 
significantly greater than the mean difference of +F vs. -F at-M (3.360; 95% Cl: .2099 
to 6.510). 
It appeared that the single participants were being more tolerant than the exclusive 
relationship participants. The desire for a relationship accounts for this finding. If a 
single participant is more lenient in their selection process, they increase their chances of 
obtaining a partner. Unlike the single participants, the exclusive relationship participants 
already have a partner, thus they do not have to be as accepting, and can be more 
selective when looking for a potential partner. Figure 5 showed that single participants 
rated all the stimuli, except for +M/+F, as more attractive than the exclusive relationship 
participants. 
Finally, the ranking of the target added support to our hypothesis. Thirty-eight of 
the 46 participants (83%) selected +M/+F as the most attractive, and 5 participants (11 %) 
selected +M/+F as the second most attractive. 
Discussion 
In this study, we assumed that +M/+F stimulus pattern represented a 
heterozygotic individual. This was deduced by analyzing the patterns seen in the typical 
heterosexual males (+M/-F) and homosexual males (-M/+F) from previous studies using 
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the PAQ (Finlay & Scheltema, 1991; Lippa, 2000, 2001; Lippa & Tan, 2001; Ward, 
1974). In essence, the heterozygotic advantage is an advantageous combination of the 
two personality types. More specifically, the advantage is the personality of a 
homosexual and the sexual orientation of a heterosexual. 
The current study tested the balanced polymorphism model of homosexuality by 
presenting female subjects with different types of male personalities that varied in 
masculinity and femininity, but that were all heterosexual (+M/-F, +M/+F, -Ml-F, and 
-M/+F). The hypothesis was that heterosexual males with a personality resembling a 
homosexual's feminine personality component (+M/+F), but possessing a +M component 
as well, would be rated as more attractive than males with a typical heterosexual 
personality (+M/-F). This hypothesis was confirmed. The female subjects found the 
+Ml+F male to be significantly more attractive than the rest of the male stimuli patterns 
(-M/-F, +M/-F, -M/+F). The order ofranking (from most attractive to least attractive) 
was as follows: +M/+F, +Ml-F, -Ml+F, and-M/-F. 
These results supported the concept that women prefer men that have some 
feminine personality traits (Desrochers, 1995). Like Desrochers (1995) and Sprecher's 
(1989) studies, the data reiterated that college age women prefer feminine men (+M/+F) 
to more traditional men (+M/-F). Differences between this study and previous studies 
allowed for a stricter examination of personality as a factor of attractiveness, since 
resources and physical attractiveness were not variables in our study. In addition, 
personality traits were kept consistent between stimuli, unlike Desrochers and Sprecher' s 
studies. The design of the study ensured that attractiveness would be rated on more than 
just one trait and one score. Another important difference within this study was that the 
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inclusion of an even and consistent amount of male and female traits allowed for male 
stimuli to appear feminine and masculine (+M/+F) as well as exclusively feminine (-
M/+F) or masculine (+M/-F). This is important since a male who is feminine is not 
necessarily a homosexual, nor is a male that is a homosexual necessarily feminine. 
Women wanting a man with a +M/+F personality seems only logical and expected when 
referring to previous research like Desrochers, who concluded that women were attracted 
to more feminine males ( +F vs. +M, these variables were not combined in the Desrochers 
study). In the context of balanced polymorphism, these findings are more easily 
explained. The preference for these types of males ( +M/+F or +F) may be a result of an 
evolutionary advantage. This advantage, as the hypothesis explains, offers a potential 
solution to the evolutionary paradox. 
Even though the results strongly supported the hypothesis, there are many issues 
that still need to be addressed. The balanced polymorphism theory has been empirically 
supported in regards to sickle cell anemia, because the genetic components for sickle cell 
anemia have been discovered. This is not the case for homosexuality. Scientists have 
started to accept the biological components of homosexuality, but none have been able to 
identify the genetic components. Scientists, such as Le Vay ( 1996) and Hamer and 
Copeland (1994) have had some success in biological research, but it is yet to be 
replicated. It is not known if homosexuality is the result of homozygous recessive allele, 
if it is polygenic, maternal, or a mutation. Although all these possibilities relate directly 
to genetics, they are all extremely different concepts and would have drastic implications 
on the mechanism which propels homosexuality into successive generations. In addition, 
environment may also play a role in sexual orientation. Support for environmental 
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influence is minimal, but it still has to be considered. However, even if there were 
environmental triggers that resulted in homosexuality, the question of how homosexuality 
was maintained evolutionarily would still remain. 
Prevalence issues also exist. The prevalence data mentioned above were not 
always consistent (e.g., 13%, 10%, etc.) and were subject to error ofreporting. 
Homosexuality is taboo, and this status will influence self-report immensely. As a result, 
those that are homosexual may not report that they are regardless of whether the survey is 
anonymous. This also means that data from the past may not be representative of the 
"true" figures, which are unknown. Thus, it is difficult to tell whether homosexuality is 
increasing, decreasing, or staying the same in successive generations. 
Research with the female homosexual population is scarce. Likewise, the current 
investigation did not address female homosexuality. If a similar balanced polymorphism 
model applies to females, we would expect males to find females with a personality 
pattern of +M/+F most attractive, following with-M/+F, +M/-F, and-M/-F. Recent 
research by Ostovich and Sabini (2004) on the relationship among sociosexuality, sex 
drive, and the lifetime number of sexual partners found that more masculine women 
(+M/+F, according to our model) had more sex partners and a less restricted sociosexual 
orientation than less masculine women (-M/+F). Thus, masculinity gives these types of 
females an advantage over the other types (-M/+F, +M/-F, and -M/-F) of females, 
because they are less restricted in their sociosexual orientation and as a result, more 
sexually accessible. The researchers speculate that the relationship between sociosexual 
orientation and sexual drive is genetic. Given this hypothesis, and in the context of 
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balanced polymorphism theory, a decrease in sociosexual orientation is the female 
heterozygotic advantage. 
In addition, Ostovich and Sabini (2004) found that less masculine men (+M/+F) 
had a higher sex drive than more masculine men (+M/-F). Likewise, the researchers 
speculated that this could also be attributed to genetics. Thus, in this case, the 
heterozygotic advantage would be an increased sex drive. However, this does not mean 
that this is the only advantage, nor does it detract from our hypothesis. Not only does it 
coincide with our hypothesis, but it is what researchers, like Macintyre and Estep (1993), 
hypothesized. 
Sexual orientation research is limited. With the research that exists, a dichotomy 
is assumed (i.e., there are only two types of sexual orientation) as opposed to a 
continuum. This current sexual orientation model does not leave room for degrees of 
sexual orientation, which Kinsey ( 1948) suggested in his research. Bisexuality could be a 
considered a part of a spectrum of sexual orientation, that the current heterosexual 
homosexual model does not support (i.e., a person is gay or straight, nothing in between). 
If sexuality were viewed as a spectrum, as Kinsey suggested, then new ideas may start to 
emerge. In the case of this study, it is possible that the +M/+F male stimuli pattern could 
resemble a bisexual. Although, there is currently no research to support this claim, it 
does not mean that this possibility can be ruled out. More time and concern needs to be 
focused on the issue of sexual orientation and its link with evolution. Obviously, in order 
for research in this domain to progress, social and biological scientists need to start 
paying attention to this important subject. 
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Further investigation is necessary to solve the paradox of homosexuality. For 
example, an analysis of personal ads and online dating sites of females seeking males 
could confirm our findings regarding the heterozygotic advantage. Analysis of the 
adjectives used to describe the desired man should coincide with the personality of the 
heterozygotic male that we have formulated. Men who describe themselves in ways 
consistent with the proposed heterozygote male should get more "hits" from females than 
other males on online services 
A video dating procedure could also be implemented to test our hypothesis. 
Actors would do four different video interviews to cover the four different personality 
types (+M/+F, +Ml-F, -Ml+F, and-M/-F). Female participants should rank four different 
male interviews in a similar manner to how they ranked the personality profiles in this 
study. The interviews will include each of the four personality types and each of the four 
actors, but it would be randomly selected for each participant. Although these 
experimental alternatives could potentially support our current hypothesis, they still have 
the same limitations as the present study. 
There is a minimal amount of research on the biological and environmental 
components of homosexuality. Researchers know that there is a genetic/biological 
component to homosexuality, but a specific gene(s) has yet to be discovered. 
The same applies to personality. Behavioral geneticists have shown that 
personality has a natural component; however, no specific gene(s) have been determined. 
Likewise, whether or not a natural component of personality is associated with sexual 
orientation is still uncertain. 
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Our research has shown that balanced polymorphism theory is a promising 
potential solution to the evolutionary paradox of homosexuality. Other evolutionary 
theories regarding homosexuality, although interesting, lack experimental support. 
Whether balanced polymorphism is the final solution to this "loop hole" in evolutionary 
theory will only be determined if more attention and resources are devoted to finding an 
explanation for this scientific dilemma. 
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Appendix 
Informed Consent Form 
Dear participant, 
Thank you for taking part in our study today. This is a short survey that will require 
approximately 20 minutes of your time. However, we ask you to take as much time as 
needed to complete the survey. We will ask you to examine copies of personality 
questionnaires filled out by four men and to tell us how attractive you find those men. 
We are aware that this is a voluntary experiment and that you are free to withdraw at any 
time, so we are grateful for your cooperation. Before you begin, we ask that you read the 
following statement carefully and fill out the necessary items. This consent form will not 
be attached to your survey. All of your responses will be anonymous. If you have any 
questions, please do not hesitate to ask. 
I, , am at least 18 years of age, and by 
signing this form have given my consent to participate in the following experiment. 
Signature Date 
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Instructions 
Dear participant, 
Thank you for taking part in our study today. Before you begin, we ask that you read the 
following directions carefully. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask. 
Earlier, we asked a large group of male Eastern students about their personalities. We are 
interested in how their personality affects their attractiveness as a potential romantic 
partner. We have chosen 4 people for you to look at. 
Directions: For each person, please look over the personality ratings carefully. Then 
please answer the questions on the next page. 
(+M/+F) V.1 
Always takes a stand A 
Goes to pieces under pressure A 
Can make decisions easily A 
Not at all emotional A 
Very rough A 
Does not enjoy art and music at all A 
Not at all self-confident A 
Very passive A 
Easily expresses tender feelings A 
Very cold in relations with others A 
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B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
Participant: ______ _ 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
Never takes a stand 
Stands up well under pressure 
Has difficulty making decisions 
Very emotional 
Very gentle 
Enjoys art and music very much 
Very self-confident 
Very active 
Does not express tender feelings at al 
Very warm in relations with others 
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(+M/+F) V.2 
Always takes a stand A 
Goes to pieces under pressure A 
Can make decisions easily A 
Not at all emotional A 
Very rough A 
Does not enjoy art and music at all A 
Not at all self-confident A 
Very passive A 
Easily expresses tender feelings A 
Very cold in relations with others A 
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B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
Participant: 
--------
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
Never takes a stand 
Stands up well under pressure 
Has difficulty making decisions 
Very emotional 
Very gentle 
Enjoys art and music very much 
Very self-confident 
Very active 
Does not express tender feelings at al 
Very warm in relations with others 
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(+M/+F) V.3 
Always takes a stand A 
Goes to pieces under pressure A 
Can make decisions easily A 
Not at all emotional A 
Very rough A 
Does not enjoy art and music at all A 
Not at all self-confident A 
Very passive A 
Easily expresses tender feelings A 
Very cold in relations with others A 
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B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
Participant: ______ _ 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
Never takes a stand 
Stands up well under pressure 
Has difficulty making decisions 
Very emotional 
Very gentle 
Enjoys art and music very much 
Very self-confident 
Very active 
Does not express tender feelings at al 
Very warm in relations with others 
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(+M/+F) V.4 Participant: ______ _ 
Always takes a stand A B c D E Never takes a stand 
Goes to pieces under pressure A B c D E Stands up well under pressure 
Can make decisions easily A B c D E Has difficulty making decisions 
Not at all emotional A B c D E Very emotional 
Very rough A B c D E Very gentle 
Does not enjoy art and music at all A B c D E Enjoys art and music very much 
Not at all self-confident A B c D E Very self-confident 
Very passive A B c D E Very active 
Easily expresses tender feelings A B c D E Does not express tender feelings at al 
Very cold in relations with others A B c D E Very warm in relations with others 
1...-Response I 
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(-M/-F) V.1 Participant: ______ _ 
Always takes a stand A B c D E Never takes a stand 
Goes to pieces under pressure A B c D E Stands up well under pressure 
Can make decisions easily A B c D E Has difficulty making decisions 
Not at all emotional A B c D E Very emotional 
Very rough A B c D E Very gentle 
Does not enjoy art and music at all A B c ID E Enjoys art and music very much 
Not at all self-confident A B c D E Very self-confident 
Very passive A B c D E Very active 
Easily expresses tender feelings A B c D E Does not express tender feelings at al 
Very cold in relations with others A B c D E Very warm in relations with others 
(-M/-F) V.2 
Always takes a stand 
Goes to pieces under pressure 
Can make decisions easily 
Not at all emotional 
Very rough 
Does not enjoy art and music at all 
Not at all self-confident 
Very passive 
Easily expresses tender feelings 
Very cold in relations with others 
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Participant: ______ _ 
B c D E Never takes a stand 
B c D E Stands up well under pressure 
B c D E Has difficulty making decisions 
B c D E Very emotional 
B c D E Very gentle 
B c D E Enjoys art and music very much 
B c D E Very self-confident 
B c D E Very active 
B c D E Does not express tender feelings at al 
B c D E Very warm in relations with others 
1---Response I 
(-M/-F) V.3 
Always takes a stand A 
Goes to pieces under pressure A 
Can make decisions easily A 
Not at all emotional A 
Very rough A 
Does not enjoy art and music at all A 
Not at all self-confident A 
Very passive A 
Easily expresses tender feelings A 
Very cold in relations with others A 
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B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
Participant: ______ _ 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
Never takes a stand 
Stands up well under pressure 
Has difficulty making decisions 
Very emotional 
Very gentle 
Enjoys art and music very much 
Very self-confident 
Very active 
Does not express tender feelings at al 
Very warm in relations with others 
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(-Ml-F) V.4 Participant: ______ _ 
Always takes a stand A B c D E Never takes a stand 
Goes to pieces under pressure A B c D E Stands up well under pressure 
Can make decisions easily A B c D E Has difficulty making decisions 
Not at all emotional A B c D E Very emotional 
Very rough A B c D E Very gentle 
Does not enjoy art and music at all A B c D E Enjoys art and music very much 
Not at all self-confident A B c D E Very self-confident 
Very passive A B c D E Very active 
Easily expresses tender feelings A B c D E Does not express tender feelings at al 
Very cold in relations with others A B c D E Very warm in relations with others 
!_.,..Response I 
(+M/-F) V.l 
Always takes a stand A 
Goes to pieces under pressure A 
Can make decisions easily A 
Not at all emotional A 
Very rough A 
Does not enjoy art and music at all A 
Not at all self-confident A 
Very passive A 
Easily expresses tender feelings A 
Very cold in relations with others A 
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B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
Participant: ______ _ 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
Never takes a stand 
Stands up well under pressure 
Has difficulty making decisions 
Very emotional 
Very gentle 
Enjoys art and music very much 
Very self-confident 
Very active 
Does not express tender feelings at al 
Very warm in relations with others 
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(+M/-F) V.2 Participant: 
--------
Always takes a stand A B c D E Never takes a stand 
Goes to pieces under pressure A B c D E Stands up well under pressure 
Can make decisions easily A B c D E Has difficulty making decisions 
Not at all emotional A B c D E Very emotional 
Very rough A B c D E Very gentle 
Does not enjoy art and music at all A B c D E Enjoys art and music very much 
Not at all self-confident A B c D E Very self-confident 
Very passive A B c D E Very active 
Easily expresses tender feelings A B c D E Does not express tender feelings at al 
Very cold in relations with others A B c D E Very warm in relations with others 
1-.-Response I 
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(+M/-F) V.3 Participant: 
--------
Always takes a stand A B c D E Never takes a stand 
Goes to pieces under pressure A B c D E Stands up well under pressure 
Can make decisions easily A B c D E Has difficulty making decisions 
Not at all emotional A B c D E Very emotional 
Very rough A B c D E Very gentle 
Does not enjoy art and music at all A B c D E Enjoys art and music very much 
Not at all self-confident A B c D E Very self-confident 
Very passive A B c D E Very active 
Easily expresses tender feelings A B c D E Does not express tender feelings at al 
Very cold in relations with others A B c D E Very warm in relations with others 
l~Response I 
(+M/-F) V.4 
Always takes a stand A 
Goes to pieces under pressure A 
Can make decisions easily A 
Not at all emotional A 
Very rough A 
Does not enjoy art and music at all A 
Not at all self-confident A 
Very passive A 
Easily expresses tender feelings A 
Very cold in relations with others A 
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B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
Participant: ______ _ 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
Never takes a stand 
Stands up well under pressure 
Has difficulty making decisions 
Very emotional 
Very gentle 
Enjoys art and music very much 
Very self-confident 
Very active 
Does not express tender feelings at al 
Very warm in relations with others 
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(-M/+F) V.1 Participant: ______ _ 
Always takes a stand A B c D E Never takes a stand 
Goes to pieces under pressure A B c D E Stands up well under pressure 
Can make decisions easily A B c D E Has difficulty making decisions 
Not at all emotional A B c D E Very emotional 
Very rough A B c D E Very gentle 
Does not enjoy art and music at all A B c D E Enjoys art and music very much 
Not at all self-confident A B c D E Very self-confident 
Very passive A B c D E Very active 
Easily expresses tender feelings A B c D E Does not express tender feelings at al 
Very cold in relations with others A B c D E Very warm in relations with others 
!~Response I 
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(-M/+F) V.2 Participant:-------
Always takes a stand A B c D E Never takes a stand 
Goes to pieces under pressure A B c D E Stands up well under pressure 
Can make decisions easily A B c D E Has difficulty making decisions 
Not at all emotional A B c D E Very emotional 
Very rough A B c D E Very gentle 
Does not enjoy art and music at all A B c D E Enjoys art and music very much 
Not at all self-confident A B c D E Very self-confident 
Very passive A B c D E Very active 
Easily expresses tender feelings A B c D E Does not express tender feelings at al 
Very cold in relations with others A B c D E Very warm in relations with others 
!~Response I 
(-M/+F) V.3 
Always takes a stand 
Goes to pieces under pressure 
Can make decisions easily 
Not at all emotional 
Very rough 
Does not enjoy art and music at all 
Not at all self-confident 
Very passive 
Easily expresses tender feelings 
Very cold in relations with others 
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B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
Participant: ______ _ 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
Never takes a stand 
Stands up well under pressure 
Has difficulty making decisions 
Very emotional 
Very gentle 
Enjoys art and music very much 
Very self-confident 
Very active 
Does not express tender feelings at al 
Very warm in relations with others 
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(-M/+F) V.4 
Always takes a stand A 
Goes to pieces under pressure A 
Can make decisions easily A 
Not at all emotional A 
Very rough A 
· Does not enjoy art and music at all A 
Not at all self-confident A 
Very passive A 
Easily expresses tender feelings A 
Very cold in relations with others A 
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B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
B c D 
Participant: ______ _ 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
Never takes a stand 
Stands up well under pressure 
Has difficulty making decisions 
Very emotional 
Very gentle 
Enjoys art and music very much 
Very self-confident 
Very active 
Does not express tender feelings at al 
Very warm in relations with others 
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Questions for Stimuli 
If you were available, how desirable would this person be as a potential romantic partner? 
Not at all desirable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Very desirable 
If you were available, how much would you want to date this person? 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Verymuch 
In general, to what degree do you think you would be attracted to this person if you had a 
chance to meet him? 
Not at all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A great deal 
All things considered, to what extent do you think you would have a satisfying 
relationship with this person? 
Not at all satisfying 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Very satisfying 
Considering everything, do you want to go on a date with this person? 
Definitely no 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Definitely yes 
In response to the last question, why or why not? 
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Demographic Questions 
Race: White (Not Hispanic or Latino) Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
Hispanic or Latino American Indian 
African-American (Not Hispanic or Latino) Multiracial 
Asian Other 
Age: 
-----------------
Major: ------------
Academic Year: 1 st Grad Other 
Relationship Status: Single Exclusive Relationship Engaged Married 
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Debriefing Statement: 
Thank you for participating in this study. With your responses, we hope to be able to 
determine if there is a strong relationship between personality and attractiveness, and 
what personality characteristics may be ideal when pursuing a romantic partner. We 
must also inform you that the men you rated are not actual EIU students. They were 
designed for the purpose of this study. However, it is not impossible that some of the 
men on campus have personalities similar to those of which you have just surveyed. 
This particular study was set-up as a within subjects design. It allowed us to manipulate 
the personalities (our independent variable) and keep the confounds (external variables) 
constant, since you were just exposed to all of our personality manipulations. 
Not only is your time important to us, but also the design of the experiment gives 
considerable weight to your responses and makes them invaluable. Each participant will 
be contributing an enormous amount of insight to our psychological investigation. 
However, in order for this to be preserved, in addition to making everyone's surveys 
count, it is imperative that the experiment is not discussed outside of this room until the 
study is complete (approximately in a couple of weeks). There will be future 
participants, and if the future participants are aware of the manipulation and that the 
males were fabricated, it could have a large negative impact on the study and could 
potentially make your surveys invalid. 
If you would like to know the results of the study, you may contact either: 
Dr. Steven Scher: (217) 581-2127 
Rikki Singh: (217) 581-2127 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
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Table 1 
Attractiveness Ratings Within Stimulus Response Patterns 
Stimulus Type 
+M/+F 
+Ml+F 
+M/+F 
+M/+F 
-Ml-F 
-Ml-F 
-Ml-F 
-Ml-F 
+Ml-F 
+Ml-F 
+Ml-F 
+Ml-F 
-Ml+F 
-Ml+F 
·-Ml+F 
-Ml+F 
Version 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
!1 
11 
11 
12 
12 
11 
12 
12 
11 
12 
12 
11 
11 
11 
12 
11 
12 
M 
26.45 
30.09 
29.25 
30.25 
10.27 
11.67 
11.00 
12.91 
16.17 
20.08 
17.91 
15.91 
14.73 
18.08 
14.00 
15.58 
SD 
7.904 
6.457 
8.203 
4.938 
3.467 
4.716 
3.931 
5.957 
9.476 
9.190 
8.240 
7.035 
9.188 
6.543 
6.841 
7.329 
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Table 2 
A priori Contrasts 
Full Data Set 
Contrast !l. eff t 
+Ml+F vs. All 46 45 12.72* 
others 
+Ml+F vs. -M/-F 46 45 16.23* 
+Ml+F & -Ml-F vs. 46 45 4.034* 
+M/-F & -Ml+F 
+Ml+F vs. +M/-F 46 45 6.800* 
*p < .001 
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Table 3 
A priori Contrasts 
Single 
Contrast !1 4f !. 
+Ml+F vs. All 21 20 7.482* 
others 
+Ml+F vs. -M/-F 21 20 9.666* 
+Ml+F & -Ml-F vs. 21 20 1.204 
+Ml-F & -Ml+F 
+Ml+F vs. +M/-F 21 20 3.871 * 
*p < .001 
Table 4 
A priori Contrasts 
Exclusive Relationship 
Contrast 
+M/+F vs. All 
others 
+Ml+F vs. -M/-F 
25 
25 
+M/+F & -M/-F vs. 25 
+M/-F & -M/+F 
+M/+F vs. +M/-F 25 
*p < .001 
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24 11.48* 
24 13.97* 
24 4.432* 
24 5.846* 
Figure 1 
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Single 
+M -M 
Masculinity 
Exclusive Relationship 
+M -M 
Masculinity 
17.52 
12.33 
14.08 
10.72 
I 
I~ 
----F 
~ 
l±_:!:J 
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Open-Ended Responses (+M/+F) 
I would because he sounds like he would be exactly like me 
I have a boyfriend 
He seems like he would be a great guy with an open, fun personality 
He seems to have all the qualities and the amount of them that I go for in a guy. 
He seems much more open with his emotions and can fend for himself 
NIA 
Seems to be confident and balanced 
Very emotional. 
Yes, because they seem like they have a little of everything going for them. 
Because he isn't self-confident enough. 
Sounds confident, but not too into himself. Good balance of emotions 
I would want to meet him because he seems stable, active, confident. 
He'd be warm to meeting me, he's active so that's good, self confidence is good, 
sometimes too gentle or emotional can be bad though 
Because he likes music. He seems more open with his feelings than the others. 
However, the "very emotional" and "always takes a stand" thing might bug me. 
He doesn't sound like a wimp, he has interests and sounds like he gets along with people 
He seems sensitive and caring, but also strong and confident which is a plus! 
He has feelings, seems friendly, he is gentle and can make his own decisions. 
He doesn't seem like my type. 
Because he said that he does not express his feelings well. 
He has more in interests than the other guys but he still needed some qualities added. 
Maybe, because he seems nice, but kinda too nice for me 
I don't like really emotional men. 
I'm not sure I like that he is very gentle, but I liked all of his other traits. 
Yes, I would go on a date with him. I feel more compatible with him on the answers 
that he answered. 
He seems to have all the right qualities I am looking for. 
He has ranked most of the questions in a way that I find attractive, same views. 
Seems great. 
He said that he was very emotional and has a hard time expressing feelings. He also 
seems to feel very good about himself so that's a plus. 
He seems like he would be a very nice and respectful person but maybe at times to 
emotional. 
He seems to be a kind, tender, loving gentleman. 
I liked most of his responses. I was a little uneasy with the "very emotional" answer. 
They have much in common with myself. 
Yes, seems more to show feelings. 
He seemed to have just the right amount of self-esteem in a guy 
This person seems well balanced. 
He sounds great. I'm not sure about him always taking a stand, but I liked everything 
else. 
He seems to be well-balanced. He can stand up for himself. He doesn't seem too self-
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confident, which is okay. 
Very emotional and gentle-not the type of guy I like to date. 
I would date this one over the others because he seems pretty well rounded but again 
may be a little too sensitive for me. 
Yes, because he is confident and can express some feelings and emotions. Also, since 
he is warm in relations with others there would be better chance of a relationship. 
Has a good amount of the qualities I would look for. 
I have a boyfriend 
He seems a little too emotional 
Confident, active, warm. Seems like he has the right level of affection but still stands up 
for himself. 
I don't know this person. 
He seems to have a mind of his own but still have a caring personality. 
I 
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Open-Ended Responses (+M/-F) 
I wouldn't because I wouldn't be able to date someone who was cold with my friends 
and unable to get along with them 
He seems a lot like me, but I wouldn't because I have a boyfriend 
Seems to be good. Interested in those that are active. Yet the fact that he is rough isn't 
too good. 
He is very cold towards others and I am very talkative, and like to share my feelings. I 
could not deal with him holding everything in, it would bother me. 
He seems cold and has no emotions 
Not very self-confident and is very cold in relationships with others. 
Not interested in same things. Not what I'm looking for 
Doesn't express well and has cold relations 
No because they said they were rough and have very cold relations with others. 
Because of being cold in relations to others. 
Because he said he was "cold in relationships" and that isn't attractive and he doesn't 
show emotions 
I like that he stands up fro what he believes in, doesn't break under pressure, can make 
decisions; however, the fact that is very cold in relation with others is a little scary, but 
mysterious 
He'll be cold when I first meet him, and he's not very emotional. He barely expresses his 
feelings and doesn't even enjoy music (I love music) 
He sounds like he has problems with opening up with others. I would want someone 
who was more open with their feelings and warm towards others. 
He said he's cold in relations-does he have friends? 
He seems like the stereotypical guy. Someone who is decisive and would take care of 
you, but is insensitive, and doesn't understand women. 
He does not seem to care much about anything. 
He's cold with others and doesn't express feelings well. 
Because he says that he's very cold in his relations with others. 
He doesn't sound very interesting at all and somewhat aggressive. 
Because he seems mean and aggressive, and doesn't really like relationships 
I don't like people that are cold hearted in relationships 
I'd respect him but wouldn't be able to have a relationship with him because of the last 
two topics 
I would not want to date this person because they show no emotion or feelings and is 
cold hearted it seems with his answers. I would say he is cocky. 
He seems to be very confident, but he doesn't seem to do well with others in a 
relationship. 
Would not rank the questions the same as he did. 
Yes, but I don't like that he is very cold in relationships but he seems to be strong. 
He seems to be content with himself but might have problems in a relationship. 
Since he is cold to people I think it would be hard to get to know him. 
Probably (not). One-because he shows no feelings towards others, not very friendly 
We are the same in personality. I do like the answers he gave. 
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I need someone man enough to express his feelings 
Yes, higher self esteem and seems more confident in himself. 
He seems to be active but isn't emotional and doesn't enjoy music or art 
I could never date someone that was cold with no emotional feelings. 
I didn't like that he can't express feelings and is cold ... but everything else was great. 
He claims to not be emotional at all and doesn't express tender feelings and is cold in 
relations with others 
None of his responses were really on one extreme or the other-guys can show their 
feelings in certain situations-just not all situations. 
He seems like the type to order for me at a restaurant-very aggressive and bossy. It 
might be interesting to go on a date but I would probably get sick of it. 
Probably no, since he doesn't express tender feelings and is cold in relations to others. It 
probably wouldn't be a good relationship. 
He seems to have the qualities I look for. 
I have a boyfriend 
He seems to harsh or mean 
Seems very cold hearted, stubborn, mean. There would be no long term potential 
I don't know this person. 
He is cold in relationships and can't express his emotions, so I would not want to date 
this person. 
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Open-Ended Responses (-M/+F) 
I might want to but, I don't think that I cold date someone who is as emotional as I am. I 
need someone who can stand up for himself 
I have a boyfriend and he is a dork 
Needs to have confidence 
Going to pieces under pressure isn't the best quality because in relationships, there are 
times where there is a lot of pressure. I do not enjoy art/music at all. He needs to be 
confident in himself ifhe is going to date someone. lfhe expresses too many feelings, it 
may scare a new girlfriend. 
Being confident is important and he does not have that, but being to into yourself is not 
good either. 
How come none of these guys have self-confidence? He's at least in touch with his 
feelings. 
Doesn't seem emotionally strong enough, for me, at least. 
Not confident and goes to pieces under pressure. 
No because not confident, not able to stand up for self, can't make decisions, those kinds 
of partners just never work out. 
Falls apart under pressure 
Too emotional, not confident, wouldn't speak his mind. 
I couldn't date someone who doesn't stand up for what he believes in, is extremely 
emotional, and not confident. 
I don't think I'd date him because he can't take a stand and has no confidence, he seems 
too passive. 
Because he never takes a stand and lacks some confidence. Otherwise, he seems ok. 
Sounds like a regular guy 
Seems very weak, kind of a sissy. 
He seems too emotional. Kinda wussy. 
He has no self-confidence and goes to pieces under pressure. 
Because he seems very, I guess, wimpy, and can not stand up for himself. 
He seems more interesting and more of an expression type of guy. 
No, because seems he is unsure of himself and a very non aggressive person. Boring 
actually 
Passive, not self-confident 
I'd want him to take a stand and not be passive and not fall to pieces under pressure. I'd 
want him to have confidence. 
Yes, I would give this person a chance, he seems more my type and is willing to express 
what he is feeling 
My response is in the middle. I am not sure ifl would date him. He seems to lack 
confidence, and seems unsure of how he would be in a relationship. 
He has some qualities I like but not all. 
I would enjoy to meet someone with some of his characteristics. 
He seems sad or depressed and doesn't stand up for himself. 
He seems way to sensitive and easily affected by all things around him. I don't think he 
could stand up for himself. 
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Seems more shy and not as confident, but seems to have a sweet side to him. 
I think he might be gay. 
They don't seem stable enough with themselves, that is a huge turn off. he would be too 
dependent on me. 
No, difficulty making decisions and low self esteem. 
Doesn't seem to have self confidence and gives into pressure 
This man sounds gay 
I don't like his lack of self confidence. I also don't like that he can't make decisions. I 
like that he is musical. 
He might be too emotional at times. He's moderately active, but doesn't stand and falters 
under pressure. He would be a push-over. 
He isn't very self-confident and never takes a stand-sounds like a push-over 
He sounds a lot like the first guy but he's too emotional and mushy in his relationship-
maybe a door mat. 
Yes, because he easily expresses feelings but I don't think it would work since he has 
difficulty making decisions. 
He seems too passive, and emotional for me. 
I have a boyfriend 
Insecure 
Seems like a pushover. Like a wuss 
I don't know this person. 
This person seems to follow others and not have a personality of his own. 
l 
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Open-Ended Responses (-M/-F) 
I think it would be interesting to see how we would match up on a personal level 
I have a boyfriend and he seems like a freak 
I am into guys who are confident and at time emotional. This guy doesn't really have 
those qualities. 
Again, pressure is a natural thing, and occurs a lot sometimes. You need to know what 
you want out of life, so making decisions shouldn't be that hard. I like some emotion in 
a boyfriend. Self confidence is needed. 
He is also not emotional. Being emotional is very important and he is not even self 
confident. Can't stand up for himself is also a problem 
I think the only semi-positive thing is that he is middle of the road when it comes to 
decision making 
Our personalities wouldn't go well together. Doesn't seem to be very passionate about 
things. 
Doesn't seem open or friendly 
No because he just seems like a cocky mean person. 
Seems shy and not self-confident 
Sounds too emotional and wouldn't stand up for himself in a disagreement, easily 
pushed around. 
How does he express himself? He's passive, not emotional, and breaks under pressure-
bad. 
He just seems like a brutus, no thoughts or feelings, just kind of there. I don't like it 
when guys are "cold" with others and can't make decisions. 
Because he's cold with others . I would also like someone who enjoyed music and 
would sometimes take a stand. 
No interest in music?! No thanks. And he sounds like a wimp. 
He sounds like he is trying to be too macho, but isn't even content with who he is. 
He has no feelings or emotion. I think he seems not very friendly. 
He says he never takes a stand and he's passive. 
Because he does not like music/art very much and I do, and he said that he's kind of 
rough. 
He once again seems too boring and seems like he cares a lot about himself. Also 
aggressive. 
Probably not, because he seems very unsure of himself and doesn't like to get close to 
people 
I don't like men who are not at all self confident 
He is passive, cool in relationships, never takes a stand, and can't make decisions alone. 
No, he isn't compatible and he is cold hearted. 
Seems to not have any confidence in himself. 
Not the same ranking for the questions 
I would want to give him a chance. 
Very low self esteem. He just doesn't seem like a happy person. 
He seems cold and emotionally detached. I think a relationship with him would be hard 
He seems self-centered, non-caring 
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We are opposite. His answers are not what I look for in men. 
Seems like a typical thick headed male. 
No, low self esteem and cold relations as well as does not show feelings. 
He is not at all confident doesn't express feelings and not emotional 
Like the first man this man seems too cold, uncertain, and boring. 
He can't make decisions and goes to pieces under pressure. He's rough and has trouble 
showing emotions. 
Too passive, probably cannot stand up for himself. That would make me wonder ifhe 
would stand up for me. 
Sounds like he's not very confident-because that affects a lot of the other questions that 
he answered A and B for. 
Maybe he needs someone to toughen him up and maybe I could help him express 
himself and open up. 
No, because he is passive and is not very self-confident. I like guys who are more 
confident in themselves. 
He has a few good qualities but not enough. 
I have a boyfriend 
He doesn't really enjoy art or music, and is very cold 
Also seems like a pushover and keeps all feelings and emotions inside 
I don't know this person. 
He seems too tough to date. He would not make a good partner because he is not 
sensitive or emotional. 
